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Article 75

In Which We Are Edges
Bree Parsons
1. Pebble hits Edge
2. Edge plays balancing act
3. Edge tries to love Pebble on shifting stone
4. Pebble teeters with Edge
5. Edge stays period.
6. Holds Pebble back does not let her skip across torn Edge
7. Edge does not notice the new break
8. Pebble is glued to Edge
9. Edge greets the sea with smile
10. Is the will of the sea on Edge
11. Edge wants Pebble to know there is beauty in the fall
12. Edge beacons
13. Edge quakes
14. Edge runs over Edge
15. Edge loves Pebble enough to know what shatter sounds like
16. Enough to know that Pebble was birthed on Edge
17. Pebble is tired of looking for Edge
18. Edge is just tired
19. Is worn Edge
20. Is landslide over Edge
21. Wants to be Edge to Edge
22. Is tried of being the Edge Pebble is afraid of
23. Edge walks the line between her own cliff
24. Edge hopes wind does her job
25. Edge wants to live in the middle for once
26. Wants to be midday not Edge of tomorrow
27. Edge wants to know why she is only spoken of in metaphors
28. Wants to know why there is always an Edge to stand on
29. Edge wants to know why she is only seen when jumping off cliffs
30. Edge still can’t feel her own drop
31. Still replaces her Edge with Pebbles
32. Edge can not be your floor
33. Has exhausted the Edge of every constant
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34. Edge wonders if Pebble was onto something for staying on mother’s ocean floor
35. Is not tectonic Edge
36. Has mistaken Edge and quiver as antonyms
37. She wonders if she is afraid of her own Edge
38. Edge is Pebbles middle name
39. Edge creates her own Pebbles
40. Pebble repeats the Edge of the process
41. When Edge wants to be steady for once
42. Edge wants to be loved in places that are not broken
43. Edge is not your last call
44. Edge is not a death sentence
45. Edge is creation story
46. Edge wants to be Semi colon
47. Edge wants your vowels to miss her
48. Was never meant to be the Edge of your sentences
49. Edge runs into skyline
50. Edge was never end
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